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1. 

ABSTRACT 

The binding energy spectra and momentum distributions for the 

valence orbitals of HF and HC1 have been obtained using (e,2e) spectros

copy With symmetric kinematics at 1200eV and 400eV. For IIC1 the 

strength of the innermost valence orbital (40) is found to be signif

icantly split among several ion states in the range 25eV to 41eV. 

The corresponding orbital in HF (2o) is however not significantly split 

among ion states. The measured momentum distributions are compared 

with the results of several calculations of at least double zela 

quality as well as with a one particle Green's function calculation of 

the generalized overlap amplitude (GOA). Agreement in shape is quite 

good for the innermost orbitals, but for the ir and outer o orbitals of 

IIF the momentum distributions calculated directly from the molecular 

orbitals are significantly more extended in momentum space than the 

measured distributions. The Green's function calculations give 

momentum distributions in good agreement with the data and pole strengths 

for transitions in qualitative agreement with the observed cross sections. 
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wave funct ions . In a d d i t i o n , t h e innermost valence o r b i t a l (a . ) 

found to have i t s s t rength s i g n i f i c a n t l y s p l i t among a number otttFbn 

s t a t e s , shoeing the s ign i f i cance of e l ec t ron co r r e l a t i on eff»H§? for 
1 12 -_ 

t h i s o r b i t a l ' . These e f fec t s are p a r t i c u l a r l y promi ngjgy f or the 

second row hydr ides . 

The noble gases from He t o Xe have been the sujgfcct of a number 
fc§^ 2 13-16 j„_. 

^detailed (e,2e) i n v e s t i g a t i o n s ' . TheseJpPudies showed tha t 

for^j^k Kr, and Xe the valence s - o r b i t a l i s s eV^e ly s p l i t among many 

ior- s ta^jS whereas for Ne near ly a l l of theggS s t rength i s contained 

in one ioi rarcate . For Kr and Xe the "rnjmr' valence-s t r a n s i t i o n s 

have a s t r e n g ^ L o f only 0 .33 , and forjSMon 0.54. The valence p 

o r b i t a l s on the o n e r hand a re notjffipgnificantly s p l i t for any of the 

ine r t gases . Thesetroudies alsfflpshowed tha t the maxima in the momentum 

prof i l e s for the p o r b i ^ l s 'jfiPed to smal ler momenta and t h a t the width 

of the momentum d i i t r i b u t u g ^ for the s o r b i t a l s become th inne r as the 

pr inc ipa l quantum numbess^ncrwjs-ed. In order to obta in a fu r ther under-

standing of e l e c t r o n £ r structure^Sfe terms of per iodic t r e n d s , i t i s 

natural to extendj©nese s tud ies t o f^j^hydrogen ha l ides HX (X=F, CI, 

r have r ecen t l y reporteJ^jL prel iminary study of HF a t 

400eV" . . J ^ t h i s work we repor t a dot a i l l ^ . inves t iga t ion of the 

c lec t ronj f i^s t ructure of HF and HC1. 

th hydrogen f luor ide and hydrogen c h l o r i S ^ a r e of cons iderable 

ch^pical i n t e r e s t , not only t h e o r e t i c a l l y but a l so experimental ly s ince 

5th a re powerful chemical r e agen t s . The (e,2e) measuMinents were ca r r i ed 

out at both 400 and 1200eV and compared with a number of mafcecular o r b i t a l 

ca l cu la t ions as well as with a o n e - p a r t i c l e propagator c a l c u l a t i o n . 

Data on HBr and HI wil l be presented in a forthcoming publicat ion! 

Br, and I ) . 
,17 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Electron coincidence (e,2e) spectroscopy with noncoplanar symmetric 

kinematics has been demonstrated to be a powerful tool for the detailed 
1-3 investigation of the electronic structure of atoms and molecules 

In this technique the two outgoing electrons in an electron impact 

ionization process are detected in coincidence at equal polar angles 

(6 * 45°) to the incident direction at fixed and equal energies. By 

varying the incident electron energy, binding (or separation) energy 

spectra are obtained over wide energy range. Secondly, by measuring 

the (e,2e) cross section as a function of the azimuthal angle $ between 

the two detectors for the different peaks in the binding energy spectrum, 

momentum profiles are obtained for the different transitions. In the 

independent particle approximation at sufficiently high energies, where 

the electron waves can be approximated by plane waves, the cross section 

is proportional to the spherically averaged square of the momentum space 

wave function. Consequently the noncoplanar symmetric (e,2e) reaction 

provides a stringent test for calculated molecular orbital wave functions 

and electron-electron correlation effects. Furthermore the (e,2e) cross 

section is largest for those orbitals which are extended in configuration 

space, i.e. those which are confined in momentum space to relatively small 

values of momenta (< 2a" ). That is the (e,2e) cross section is particularly 

sensitive to the properties of the chemically interesting valence electrons. 
4 5 Recently a number of first and second row hydrides CH. , NH_ , 

H 20 6 ' 7 ' 8 , P H 3
 9 , and H 2S 1 0 , 1 1 have been studied by the (e,2e) technique. 

In these experiments it was found that the outermost valence orbitals 

of both H~0 and NH, arc more spatially extended than predicted by calculated 

SCF wave functions, whereas the outermost orbitals of the corresponding 

second row hydrides (H~S and PH.) are adequately described by the calculated 
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wave functions. In addition, the innermost valence orbital (a.) is 

found to have its strength significantly sp]it among a number of ion 

states, showing the significance of electron correlation effects for 
1 12 this orbital ' "". These effects are particularly prominent for the 

second row hydrides. 

The noble gases from He to Xe have been the subject of a number 

of detailed (e,2e) investigations ' . These studies showed that 

for Ar, Kr, and Xe the valence s-orbital is severely split among many 

ion states whereas for Ne nearly all of the 2s strength is contained 

in one ion state. For Kr and Xe the "main" valence-s transitions 

have a strength of only 0.33, and for argon 0.54. The valence p 

orbitals on the other hand are not significantly split for any of the 

inert gases. These studies also showed that the maxima in the momentum 

profiles for the p orbitals moved to smaller momenta and that the width 

of the momentum distributions for the s orbitals become thinner as the 

principal quantum number increased. In order to obtain a further under

standing of electronic structure in terms of periodic trends, it is 

natural to extend these studies to the hydrogen halides HX (X=F, CI, 

Br, and I). We have recently reported a preliminary study of HF at 
17 400eV . In this work we report a detailed investigation of the 

electronic structure of HF and HC1. 

Both hydrogen fluoride and hydrogen chloride are of considerable 

chemical interest, not only theoretically but also experimentally since 

both are powerful chemical reagents. The (e,2e) measurements were carried 

out at both 400 and 1200eV and compared with a number of molecular orbital 

calculations as well as with a one-particle propagator calculation. 

Data on HBr and HI will be presented in a forthcoming publication. 
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11. H_XPF.RlJffiNTAL 

The experiments were caTried out on a new noncoplanar symmetric 

electron coincidence spectrometer, which is shown schematically in 

figure 1. Symmetric kinematics, in which the electrons leave the 

reaction cell with equal energy at equal polar angles 6, is chosen so 

that the momentum transfer to the bound electron is a maximum. This 

ensures close electron-electron collisions, hence th? term "binary" 

sometimes used to describe these (e,2e) reactions. 

The electron spectrometer is housed in a magnetically shielded 

stainless steel and aluminium vacuum chamber. It is evacuated by a 

polyphenyl ether oil diffusion pump (base piessure ~ 10 torr). The 

magnetic shield which consists of annealed mu-metal as well as a set of 

llelmholtz coils reduces the ambient magnetic field to less than 10 mG. 

The electron source is a thoriated tungsten cathode set into a Cliftronics 

type CE5AH electron gun (EG). This is situated below the main vacuum 

chamber and could be differentially pumped. This is not necessary in 

the present experiments. The two sets of quadrupole deflection plates 

Q. and Q- allow the electron beam to be aligned with the axis of the gas 

cell (GC). The beam is focussed so as to maximise the current collected 

by the Faraday cup (FC) while at the same time minimizing the current 

falling outside the 2.5mm aperture preceding the cup. The current falling 

outside a 1.5mm aperture preceding the gas cell can also be monitored. 

Hydrogen fluoride and hydrogen chloride froir commercially available 

lecture bottles (Matheson) passes through a leak valve and through stainless 

steel and teflon tubing into the gas cell at the collision region. In 

the case of HF it is necessary to allow it to flow through the system 

approximately four days prior to measurements being taken owing to the strong 

desorption of residual gases (primarily N-) from the walls. During 

experiments the pressure in the vacuum chamber rises to 1-2 x 10" torr, 
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with the pressure in the gas cell being approximately two orders of 

magnitude higher than this. The gas cell is maintained at ground 

potential so that the incident electron energy E is determined by the 

potential of the cathode. This potential is set by a programmab'e high 

voltage power supply. The cathode heater, grid and focussing potentials 

arc provided by an isolated power supply (not shown in fig. 1̂ >. 

The two electrons from an ionizing collision enter the two energy 

analysers A and B through slits in the gas cell. The identical analysers 

consist of a three element cylindrical retarding lens followed by a hemi

spherical dispersing element of 7cm mean radius. The deflection plates 

Q_ and Q. at the entrance to the hemispherical analysers allow correction 

for minor mechanical misalignments. Side deflector plates in the 

analyzers allow for extra adjustment of the scattered beam. One 

analyser (B) is mounted on a rotating turntable (RT), which is rotated 

around the axis of the incident electron beam (i.e. varying <t>R) by a 

chain drive connected to a stepping motor. The analysers are adjusted 

to detect electrons scattered through polar angles 0. = 0 = 45°. 

The angular resolution depends on the viewing angles of the 

analysers and shape and size of the collision region. It is also 

affected by the focal properties of the retarding lens. It is quite 

difficult to measure all these effects quite accurately in the present 

apparatus. The angular resolution was estimated to be 1° FWHM. This 

implies a momentum resolution of approximately 0.04 a at 400eV and 

~ 0.08 a" at 1200eV. This momentum resolution has a negligible effect 

on the measured momentum distributions except that it tends to fill in 

sharp minima in some momentum distributions. This effect can however 

be easily allowed for and is ilmost negligible in the present case. 

The power supplies for the hemispherical dispersing elements and 

retarding lenses are isolated and floated by the retarding voltage. 
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These power supplies are also not shown in figure 1. The energy resolution 

of each analyser is a function of the pass energy in the dispersing element, 

the size of the entrance 3nd exit apertures (1mm), and the abberations 

of the retarding lens. The overall energy resolution is of course a 

combination of the resolutions of the two analysers and the energy spread 

of the incident beam. At 400eV the resolution obtained using helium as 

a target gas is 1.4eV with lOOeV pass energy, whereas at 1200eV it is 

2.leV with 150eV pass energy (see fig. 2). Improved energy resolution 

is quite easily obtained but only at the cost of a severe reduction in 

signal. The electrons passed by the two analysers are detected by 

channel electron multipliers (B318BL). The detection and signal 

processing electronics are shown schematically in figure 1. Because of 

the large number of uncorrelated electrons detected by the two CEM's, 

it is necessary to use fast timing techniques to select the two electrons 

from an (e,2e) collision from spurious events. The fast negative charge 

pulses produced by the multipliers are fed to fast risetime preamplifiers 

and then fed to double delay line amplifiers. The bipolar pulses from 

the amplifiers are fed to fast timing discriminators operating in the zero 

cross over mode. The output pulse from one timing discriminator acts 

as the start pulse for a time to amplitude converter (TAC). The stop 

pulse is a delayed pulse from the other discriminator. The amplitude of 

the TAC output pulse is proportional to the time difference between the 

start and stop pulses. It is fed simultaneously to two single channel 

analysers and a multichannel analyser (MCA), which is used for setting up 

ami monitoring purposes. When the true coincidence (signal) peak C has 

been identified on the MCA, one of the single channel analysers is set 

to have its "window" centered about the peak, which normally has a FWHM 

of approximately 5nsec. The signal peak is superimposed on a background 

of "accidental coincidences" due to electrons from uncorrelated events. 

The other single channel analyser is set so that its window (B) sees only 
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background events. In order to improve the accuracy of background 

subtraction the background window (B) is set about twenty times wider 

than the signal window (C) . This ratio is measured accurately in separate 

experiments at regular intervals. \ typical width for the sigaal window C is 

lOnsec. 

The data are collected and processed using a PDr-11 computer interfaced 

with a CAMAC crate. Counts from the "signal" and "background" single 

channel analysers are collected by two CAMAC scalers. A presetable 

counter records counts from the rotatable analyser. The counts from the 

two discriminators are also passed to two ratemeters, which are used to 

monitor the count rate and to check that the cou it rates are independent 

of the azimuthal angle of the rotatable analyser. 

The computer controls the various types of spectrometer operations. 

When the preset count value is reached in the presetnMe counter, the 

computer reads the accumulated background and signal counts, stores them, 

subtracts the background from the signal (allowing for the different 

window widths) to calculate the "true" coincidences, calculates the 

statistical errors, zeros the counter and scalers, and proceeds to the 

next point. This could be either a new incident energy or a new angular 

setting or both. A change in the incident energy means a change in the 

binding energy since the two equal outgoing energies E and E R are kept 

fixed. Thia ensures that the transmission of the analysers, the energy 

resolution, and the detection efficiencies remain unchanged throughout 

an experiment. A change in angle implies a change in the recoil momentum 

of the ion (i.e. the momentum of the struck electron). Changing the 

incident energy at a fixed angle corresponds to measuring binding energy 

spectra at fixed momenta. In the angular correlation (momentum profile) 

mode the binding energy is kept constant and the signal is measured for 

different azimuthal angles 4>. A check is provided by the fact that the 
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signal must of course be symmetric about the coplanar position (4>=0) . 

The preset counter corrects for small variations in electron current or 

target gas density. By acquiring data in repetitive cycles, effects 

of long term drifts (in, for instance, channeltron gains and efficiencies) 

can be eliminated. The accumulated data is displayed for each data 

point and is printed out at regular intervals, usually after the 

completion of each scan of data points. 

The apparatus was tested by carrying out binding energy and 

angular correlation measurements on helium, which provides an excellent 

test case since its structure is well known. The agreement between the 

measured and calculated momentum profiles (angular correlations) is 

excellent, as shown in fig. 2 for the 1200eV case. The angular 

correlation was calculated using a Hartree-Fock wave function for the 

helium ground state. 

IT I. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

On ionization of a molecule by electron impact the kinetic energies 

of the target molecule and final ion are generally negligible and energy 

conservation gives 

E 0 - E A + E B + e f CD 

where E n is the incident energy and £. and E_ are the energies of the 
O A B 

two outgoing electrons and e, is the electron separation (or binding) 

energy leading to the final ion state |F). The energy E = E Q-e- * ^ A + E B ' 

often referred to as the total energy, is kept fixed at either 400eV or 

120PeV in the present measurements. The momenta of the incident and 

outgoing electrons are k , k», and k^ respectively. In symmetric 

kinematics (E «E »F./2, |kj«|k_|*k, and 0 =6 B=0 ) momentum conservation 

gives for the ion recoil momentum 

q » {(2k cosG - k o ) 2 • 4k 2sin 20sin 2 | } * (2) 



where the azimuthal angle $ is defined by <$> - *-($-$), so that it is 

zero when <t'.-<l'n = T. 

When the total energy l:. is large compared with r, the incident and 

emitted electron waves can be approximated by plane waves, and the ion 

recoil momentum £ is equal and opposite to the momentum of the struck 
1 2 electron at the time of the collision * . Further, the (e,2e) cross 

section is then in the plane wave impulse approximation (PWIA) given 

simply as the product of two terms: (1) the half off-shell Mott electron-
2 

electron scattering cross section |T| , and (2) the spherically averaged 

square of the Fourier transform of the overlap between the initial target 
1,2 and final ion states 

-3 o aK|T| 2 J dft (2TT) d
3

r e^'IfFiOl 2 (3) 

4 
where K = (2TT) k k_/k is the appropriate kinematical factor and the 

integral over ft is the rotational integral and |G> and |F) are the 

electronic eigenstates of the target molecule and final ion states. 

The Born-Oppenheimer approximation is included implicitly in the 

expression. The sum over the vibrational states can be very well 
18 approximated by calculating (3) at equilibrium nuclear separations 

2 
The Mott scattering term |T| is in general a sensitive function 

of *he momenta and varies rapidly with 6. and 6 R. However, in the non-
2 

coplanar symmetric geometry |T| is nearly independent of the variable 

<t>, varying by only a few percent over the measured range of q (eq. 2). 

Consequently the cross section at a given E and separation energy e f 

(called the angular correlation) is an almost direct measure of the 

square of the Fourier transform of the overlap between |F) and |G>. 

The overlap or structure function (F|G> can be calculated directly 
1 8 19 using the one particle propagator (Green's function) technique ' ' . 

Calculations using this technique, which allows for correlation effects 
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in the initial and final states as well as for relaxation effects, are 
reported and discussed in the next section Alternatively we can 
use CI expansions for |G> and |F) using Hartree-Fock functions |a> 
as a basis 

a 
|G> = la^}\a> (4) 

where the CI expansion coefficients are a 1 ' and t.R and the basis 
states for the ion state expansion consist of a single hole in orbital j 
vector coupled by the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient to a target Hartree-
Fock state |3>. 

The antisymmetrized overlap function is therefore given by 

(F|G> = n * T. a f r ) tf F ) C. ty. (6) 
1 r j 0 a ja jra Yj 

where n is the dimension of the representation r. In the special 
case when the target Hartree-Fock ground state |0> is a good description 
of |G>, a ' = 0 for a * 0 and 1 for a = 0, and eq. (6) simplifies 
considerably. For a closed shell the generalized Clebsch-Gordan 
coefficient C. in eq. (6) is n or zero if the orbital .̂ is jro M v ' r rj 
occupied or not, and eq. (6) reduces to (in the target Hartree-Fock 
approximation) 

(F|G> = I t\F) ¥ (7) 
j J J 

Usually only one orbital \p , the characteristic orbital of the ion 
eigenstate, contributes to the sum over j if the Hartree-Fock basis 
is best. Thus, in the target H-F approximation, 
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(F|G> t< F N 
CO C 

(8) 

ami the (e,2e) cross sect ion is given by 

0--K2 o = n K| t l u ] ' iTf - - . | * (q)T> r ' co ' c n (9) 

The factor <|$ ( q ) | > i s the sphe r i ca l ly averaged square of the momentum 

space wave function of the c h a r a c t e r i s t i c o r b i t a l c . 
(F) 

The spect roscopic fac tor S defined by 

• (F) [ t ( F V 1 co J (10) 

is the probability of finding the configuration of a single hole in 

the orbital c in the ion state | F ) . It obeys a sum rule derived from 

the normalization and closure properties of the wave functions 

E S ( F ) = 1 
F C 

(11) 

Similarly the single particle eigenvalue c , defined as the expectation 

value of the ion Hamiltonian foi the independent particle state involving 
1,2 a hole i|> , is given by 

(12) 

where c. is the separation energy for the tr.iusition leading to the ion 

eigenstate |F). Thus the single particle eigenvalue for a closed shell 

target is, in the target H-F approximation, the centroid of the energy 

eigenvalues for all the states |F) belonging to the representation r, 

weighted by the spectroscopic factors. 

The direct calculation of the structure factor (F|f>> = g„ as the 

generalized overlap amplitude (GOA) appearing in the spectral resolution 

of the one particle Green's function allows for correlation in both 

initial and final states, and relaxation effects ' ' In order to 
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calculate the Green's function, the Dyson equation 

G"1 = 1 - e - Z(u>) (13) 

is generally employed, where e are orbital energies and E(a;) is the self-

energy matrix. In these calculations £(u>) is calculated in the diagonal 
19 20 two particle-hole Tanun-Dancoff approximation ' 

Re-writing the Dyson equation in the form 

[u - L(w)]G(u>) = 1 (14) 

where 

L(OJ) = e • E(u>) (15) 

one can introduce a biorthogonal expansion o f G(w) in terms o f complex 

orthonormal func t ions 4>M(io) and <f»N*(w) which are e i g e n f u n c t i o n s o f L̂ (to) 

and L*(UJ) r e s p e c t i v e l y , with e i g e n v a l u e s E N ( u ) and E *(a>). 

<f>N(w)<J>N*(uO 
G(w) = £ l l F f ( l l (16) 

t 

The spectral resolution of G(w) shows it has principal poles at to = ui 

corresponding to electron binding energies. The pole strength T_ of 

G(u)) at the pole w p = E_(u)) on the real axis, is obtained from residue 

calculus as: 

^ (u>-o>F)G(u,) = g F g F * = r F* F(u.)* F*(w) (17) 
F 

where 

dEp(u>) _ 1 

F do) (18) 

Ionization from a characteristic orbital c can generally be associated 
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with a number of final ion states |F). If one sums the pole strengths 

T p to which a particular characteristic orbital makes a contribution, 

the sum will add to the occupation number of the characteristic orbital, 

N : c 

I r F = N (19) 
F(c) 

where F(c) denotes a sum over final ion states |F) containing a contribution 

from the characteristic orbital c. Generally, for valence states, this 

sum contains only one major term; this is the term associated with the state 

where the dominant configuration is the one with a single hole in the 

orbital c. When an ion state is characterised by more tnan one Hartree-
21 Fock orbital belonging to the same representation , the sum over c must 

also be carried out. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Hydrogen Fluoride 

Hydrogen fluoride is isoelectronic with neon and t'ne ground state 
2 2 4 (H-F) molecular orbital configuration is given by K2o 3o ltt , The 

binding energy spectra in the valence region at azimuthal angles of 

(j) = 0° and <J> = 8° are shown in figure 3. The total outgoing energy is 

1200eV. .At this energy the momenta corresponding to <J> = 0° and <J> = 8° 

are q ~ 0.07 a.u. and q ~ 0.67 a.u. respectively, for binding energies 

in the region of 20-50eV. The peaks «=hown in figure 3 corresponding to 

the removal of an electron from the ITT, 3O and 2o orbitals are in good 

agreement with the peaks in the X-ray photoelectron spectrum reported 
22 by Banna and Shirley . High resolution PES studies of the first two 

23-26 bands have been reported earlier using Hel radiation 

Figure 3 clearly shows the dependence of the peak heights (cross 

section) on the azimuthal angle, that is the momentum q. Although 
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absolute cross sections are not measured, relative normalizations are 

preservsd. The first two bands obviously have a maximum in the cross 

section for q V 0, and a minimum at q = 0. These orbitals are nodal 

and in this respect are similar to p orbitals in atoms (i.e. p-type). 

The third orbital is s-type (non-nodal) having a maximum cross section 

at q = 0. 

The absence of any major transitions other than those identified 

with the three valence orbitals of HF shows that electron correlation 

effects are not very large in hydrogen fluoride and its positive ion. 

In other words only one term in the expansion given by eq. (19) is 

important, and the pole strength associated with the characteristic 

orbital at valence energies is close to unity. 

The shapes of the momentum profiles for the three bands have been 

measured in detail at total energies of both 400eV and 1200eV. The 

results are shown in figure 4. Intensities for each orbital are 

normalized by using the peak areas in the binding energy spectra at 

1200eV. The results are compared with several calculated momentum 

distributions using the PWIA and several different approximations for the 

overlap function (F|G>. These are (a) the molecular orbital wave 
27 functions of Snyder and Basch , (b) the MO's given by a contracted 

(5s 4p/3s) Gaussian basis set, (c) the MO's from a contracted (5s 4p Id/ 

3s lp) Gaussian basis set, and (d) a one particle Green's function calcu

lation of the generalized overlap amplitudes (GOA) using the (5s 4p Id/ 

3s lp) molecular orbitals. 

For the 3a and 2a orbitals the shapes of the momentum distributions 
27 given by the MO's of Snyder and Basch are nearly indistinguishable 

from those given by the (5s 4p/3s) contracted Gaussian MO's and are not 

shovn. The lit momentum distributions of the (5s 4p/3s) and (5s 4p Id/ 

3s lp) MO's are also very similar and only the latter is shown in 
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figure 4 for the sake of clarity. 

The theoretical curves have been separately height normalized to 

the data. Although the measured cross sections are not absolute, 

relative normalizations are preserved. Relative to the 3o orbital, 

which is well described by the calculated momentum distributions, the 

calculated In molecular orbital cross sections are a little (~ 10%) 

larger than the measured cross sections, while all the theories over

estimate the 2o cross section for q < 1 a.u. by approximately 60%. 

The measured 2a momentum distribution is somewhat broader than the 

calculated distributions, which could in part explain this large 

discrepancy. High momentum components are important in the normalization 

of calculated cross sections, since these are essentially proportional 

to the normalized momentum space wavefunctions. 

This discrepancy could also be explained if the 2o state is 

severely split among a number of ion states and if the pole strength 

for the 39.7eV state is of the order of 0.6 rather than unity. However, 

the binding energy spectrum (fig. 3) clearly shows that excitation of 

any other ion states must be small and that the 2o pole strength to the 

39.7eV ion state must be close to unity. 

The most likely explanation for the discrepancy between the cross 

section magnitudes is that absorption of the electron waves is more 

serious for the more tightly bound innermost valence orbital even at 

l200eV. A similar effect observed in Ne, which is isoelectronic with 

HF, was explained in this way by Dixon et al. . They carried out 

detailed distorted wave calculations using optical model potentials 

with Teal and imaginary (absorbtive) parts, obtaining excellent agreement 

in both shape and magnitudes between the experimental angular correlations 

and the full DWIA calculations. Unfortunately full distorted wave calcu

lations are at present not feasible for molecules. 
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We have calculated orbital binding energies for the various 

molecular orbital approximations, and also electron separation energies 

and the corresponding pole strengths for the main transitions using 

the Green's function technique. The results are summarized in table 1. 

The calculated pole strengths are all of the order of 0.9, confirming 

the validity of the quasiparticle description of the three transitions 

in terms of the removal of a quasiparticle from its corresponding orbital. 

It is also in agreement with the experimental spectrum which does not show 

major transitions to any other ion states (unless they are too close in 

energy to the observed transitions to be resolved). 

Also included in table 1 are the results of a Green's function 
28 calculation by von Niessen et al. . For the two outermost orbitals 

the calculations were performed using an outer-valence-type Green's 

function method with a quite extended basis set (lls7pld/6slp). For 

the 2o orbital a two particle-hole TDA Green's function calculation was 

also carried out. Their calculations yield a significant splitting of 

the 2o orbital which would result in an asymmetric peak with a high 

energy tail. This is not in agreement with the observed spectrum shape 

or width, although the data cannot rule out a somewhat smaller splitting 

between ion states. However, since the 2a orbital has a large ionization 

energy and one is dealing with highly excited configurations which are 

more difficult to describe theoretically, the Green's function calculations 
19 28 are not expected to be quantitatively accurate ' 

6-8 

As has been found for the neighbouring 1st row hydrides H 20 

and NH, , the innermost valence orbital is quite well described by 

simple MO wave functions for momenta less than 1 atomic unit, but the 

outermost orbital (ITT) is concentrated at significantly lower momenta. 

This means that in position space the ITT orbital is significantly more 

extended than predicted by the MO wave functions. The same is true 
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to a lesser extent for the 3o orbital. The molecular orbital wave 

functions are calculated using the variational method, i.e. they are 

energy optimised. Since the energy is primarily determined by regions 

close to the nuclei, such calculations are insensitive to details of 

the spatially extended region of the electron distribution, i.e. the 

chemically interesting region. The (e,2e) reaction on the other hand 

is particularly sensitive to the low q region. 

The GOA's obtained from the Green's function calculations give 

momentum distributions whose shapes are in much better agreement with 

the measured data for all three orbitals. The improvement for the ITT 

orbital is particularly noticeable, although there is still a considerable 

discrepancy at low q. Since correlation and relaxation effects are not 

expected to be important for this outermost orbital (the pole strength 

being nearly unity), the improvement in going from the MO to the GOA 

approximation almost certainly indicates the inadequacy of the basis 

sets used in the MO (and GOA) calculation. 

B. HYDROGEN CHLORIDE 

The ground state electronic configuration of HC1 is 

K L (4O) 2(5O) 2(2TT) 4 : V 

23 25 29 30 The two outer valence orbitals have been observed in He(I) PES ' ' * 

The adiabatic ionization potentials for 2TT" and 5o states were 
30 reported to be 12.74eV and 16.25eV by Turner and his colleagues 

The results by the other groups are in good agreement with those values. 

The present experiment is concerned with these two states and also the 

ionization process corresponding to removal of a 4o electron. 

Figure 5 shows the binding energy spectra for HC1 at 1200eV 

total electron energy for <fr * 0° (q - 0.1 a ) and 8° (q •» 0.7 a ) . 
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The absolute energy scale is calibrated so that the lowest energy peak 

agrees with the PES vertical ionization potential . The spectra show 

two peaks in the lower energy region (12.8eV and 16.5eV) and several 

broad bands at higher energy, (25.8eV, 32.8eV and 37.8eV). The two 

lower energy peaks are clearly assigned to the transitions from "p-type" 

orbitals (2TT and 5a), each having a minimum in the cross-section at 

q * 0 (see also fig. 6). 

We have calculated orbital energies (Koopmans' energies) by using 

the conventional molecular orbital method, and electron separation energies 

and the corresponding pole strengths by means of the one-particle Green's 

function method (GOA). In the calculations the atomic bases were 

(a) a contracted (6s4p/3s) Gaussian basis set and (b) contracted 

(6s4p2d) Gaussians on the chlorine atom and (3slp) Gaussians on the 

hydrogen atom. The molecular orbitals (MO's) obtaired from basis (b) 

were used in calculating the generalized overlap amplitudes (GOA) by 

the Green's function technique. As shown in Table 2, the molecular 

orbital calculations are in good agreement with the experimental binding 

energies for the two outer valence orbitals. Those by the Green's 

function method differ slightly from the experimental energies. Previous 

calculations by McLean and Yoshimine gave quite similar values to the 
31 present MO calculations . This means that the present Gaussian basis 

sets are essentially of Hartree-Fock limit. 

Photoelectron studies of the ion states above 20eV have never been 

reported to the best of our knowledge. Since all the bands above 20eV 

have maxima in the momentum distributions at q-0, as shown in Figs. 5 and 

6, these ion states all correspond to transitions from "s-type" orbitals. 

Earlier (e,2e) studies of Ar have shown that the valence 3s orbital 

transition is split among several ion states over the energy range 
13 14 29-50eV ' . Similar structures were observed for ionization of the 
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9 innermost valence a 1 orbitals in the isoelectronic molecules, PH, 

and 1LS . This suggests that the bands above 20eV in HC1 result 

from the splitting of the 4o hole strength among a number of ion states. 

The spectroscopic factor (pole strength) of the broad band around 

25.8eV is 0.51 relative to unity for the summed intensity for the structures 

from 21eV to 41eV. Furthermore, since the binding energy of the 

characteristic (independent particle) orbital is defined as the weighted 

centroid of the binding energies for all ion states belonging to that 
2 orbital , this puts the 4o orbital binding energy at ~ 30eV, rather than the 

25.8eV observed for the "main" transition. This centroid energy is 

in much better agreement with the orbital energy of 30.4eV computed by 
31 32 

McLean and Yoshimine , Rothenberg et. al. and the present molecular 

orbital results. 

The pole strengths and energies calculated by using the one-

particle Green's function method are shown with vertical bars in the 

lower part of Fig. 5, as well as in Table 2. For the sake of clarity, 

the height of the vertical bar for the 26.1eV transition has been reduced 

to one-fifth of its correct value in fig. 5. Tne calculated strengths 

do not agree in detail with the experimental intensities, although the 

qualitative trends have been well reproduced by the calculation. 

Table 2 also includes the separation energies and pole strengths 
28 calculated by von Niessen et al. using the Green's function technique. 

The separation energies and pole strengths obtained by the two Green's 

function calculations are in very good agreement with each other and 

experiment for the outer 2ir and So orbitals. For the innermost valence 

orbital both calculations predict significant splitting of the strength 

among a number of ion states in qualitative agreement with experiment. 

The Green's function calculations are expected to be less accurate for 

this innermost valence orbital, as in the case of HF. 
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The momentum profiles of the 2TT, SO and 4o orbitals, measured 

at both 400 and 1200eV, are shown in Fig. 6. Intensities for each 

orbital are normalized by using the peak areas in the binding energy 

spectra at 1200eV. For the 4o orbital, 25.8eV, 32.8eV and 37.8eV were 

selected as characteristic binding energies. The measured momentum 

profiles at these three energies have the same shape within experimental 

errors. This is direct proof that the structures in the range 28-41eV 

can be attributed to ionization from the 4a orbital. The three momentum 

profiles belonging to the 4o orbital have been normalized to the summed 

(total) 4a cross section in figure 6. 

The good agreement between the 1200eV and 400eV sets of data 

justifies the use of the plane wave impulse approximation in this work. 

The slightly larger cross section at large momentum for the 4o orbital 
2 at 400eV than at 1200eV can be explained by distortion effects . 

Distortion of the electron waves from plane waves is more important 

at large q (i.e. close approach to the nuclei) at low energies for 

the more tightly bound inner valence orbitals. This effect is also 

present in the momentum distribution of the 2o orbital of HF (Fig. 4), 

and has also been observed at 400eV in the deepest valence orbitals of 
1 2 other molecules ' . 

Three sets of theoretical curves based on the PWIA are plotted in 

figure 6. Two of these (dotted and dashed curves) are calculated using 

the molecular orbital approximation (eq. 7) for the overlap function in 

eq. 3, the characteristic orbitals consisting of atom centered contracted 

Gaussians of double zeta quality, (6s4p/3s) and (6s4p2d/3slp). The 

full curves are the cross-sections obtained using the generalized 

overlap amplitudes (GOA) derived from the one-particle Green's function 

using the (6s4p2d/3slp) contracted Gaussian sets. We see that all 

calculated curves are relatively close to the experimental curves in 
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I ig. 6. This is in contrast with the results shown earlier for HI", 

where MO calculations of similar quality gave momentum distribution 

shapes in serious disagreement with the data. The theoretical curves 

have again been separately normalized to the peak heights in the measured 

differential cross sections. Relative to the calculated 2ir cross sections, 

the 5a and Ao calculated cross sections as shown in figure 5 have been 

multiplied respectively by factors of 0.78 and 0.72 for the (6s4n/3s) 

MO calculation, 0.9 and 0.82 for the (6s4p2d/3slp) MO calculation, and 

0.95 and 0.83 for the GOA curves. The G0A relative magnitudes are in 

best agreement with the data, although the agreeme. * for the 4o orbital 

is still unsatisfactory. The explanation may again be the one offered 

to counter the more serious discrepancy observed in HF; namely the fact 

that the observed momentum distribution for the innermost valence orbital 

(4o) has a high momentum tail not present in the calculated momentum 

distributions. This would lead to calculated cross sections at 

low q which are too large when the wave functions are normalized in 

momentum space. However, it is much more likely that greater absorption of 

electron waves for these tightly bound innermost orbitals is responsible 

for the small reduction in the cross section . 

The basis set including d-type orbitals gives a better fit to the 

momentum profile of the 2TT orbital than that with no d-type orbitals. 

The peak positions of the calculated molecular orbital momentum profiles 

differ slightly from the measured peak positions. The generalized 

overlap amplitude (Green's function) calculation gives an excellent fit 

to the data. This is because this method takes into account correlations 
19 in the initial and final states as well as relaxation effects . 

The dotted and dashed MO curves are in very close agreement with 

each other for the 5or orbital, but both curves are slightly more expanded 
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in momentum space than the experimental data. Excellent agreement is 

again obtained by the generalized overlap amplitude calculation. 

V. SUMMARY 

In this (e,2e) study of HF and HCl we have shown that all the 

valence orbitals of HF and the two outermost valence orbitals of HCl 

have dominant poles with pole strengths close to unity. The innermost 

valence orbital of HCl (4o) is however severely split among a number of 

ion states. In the binding energy range 2-41eV the observed cross 

section can all be unequivocally assigned to 4a transitions. The pole 

strength for the "main" 4o transition is only 0.51. In this respect 

HF and HCl are very similar to their isoelectronic atomic counterparts 

Ne and Ar. The valence orbitals of Ne and the 3p orbital of Ar ail 

have pole strengths close to unity, whereas the 3s orbital of Ar 

(corresponding to the 40 orbital of HCl) is severely split, the dominant 
1 2 13 transition having a pole strength of 0.54 ' ' 

Pole strengths calculated by us using the Green's function 

technique are in good agreement with the data, except for the 4o orbital 

of HCl where the agreement is qualitative, the details of the splitting 

being inadequately described by the calculation. A Green's function 
28 calculation by von Niessen et al. gives similar agreement with the data 

except for the 2o orbital of HF, which is predicted to be significantly 

split among several ion states. More accurate Green's function (or CI) 

calculations are obviously needed. 

The 400eV and 1200eV electron momentum distributions are in 

excellent agreement with each other for the different valence orbitals 

of HF and HCl. This independence of the shapes of the cross sections 

on the energy strongly supports the validity of the PWIA in deriving 

calculated momentum distributions. These have been obtained using 
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orbital wave functions from a number of diffe~ent MO basis sets, all of 

essentially double zeta quality, and also by using generalized overlap 

amplitudes obtained by the Green's function technique. For HF the 

molecular orbital wave functions predict momentum distributions for the 

IT and 3o orbitals that are peaked at momentum values which are too high. 

The experimental data indicate that the wave functions are more extended 

in position space than given by the MO wave functions. The GOA calcula

tions give momentum distributions which are in much better agreement 

with the data, although the outermost orbital (lit) is still not well 

described - being more spacially extended. This probably reflects the 

inadequacy of the MO basis sets, since the lir and 3o pole strengths are 

nearly unity, and hence electron correlation effects are unlikely to 

play a dominant role. All calculations give 2o momentum distributions 

in good agreement with the data for momenta q < 1 a.u. 

For HC1 the MO calculations give momentum distributions in much 

better agreement with the data. Again, however, the momentum distributions 

predicted by the MO wave functions are slightly more extended in momentum 

space than the experimental data for the 2TT and 5a orbitals. The general

ized overlap amplitudes, derived from the one particle Green's function, 

give momentum distributions in excellent agreement with the data. 
c ft 7 R 

In comparing these results with earlier work on NH_ , H 20 ' ' , 

PH, and H,S ' it can be seen that the experimental momentum distribu

tions for the outermost orbitals are most difficult to model with 

theoretical wavefunctions in the case of HF and easiest for PH-. In the 

former case (HF) even the quite sophisticated GOA calculations fail to 

adequately describe low momentum components of the outermost orbital 

whereas minimum basis sets aTe quite successful for PH.. In examining 

the results for all six molecules it is apparent that there are correspond-
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ing trends across the first and second rows of the periodic table svi 

also down groups VA, VIA and V1IA. These follow the well known variations 

in electronegativity reflecting increased ionicity in bond formation 

as the top right hand corner (F) of the periodic table is approached. 
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TABLE 1 

Binding energies in eV and pole strengths for the valence orbitals of HF. The pole strengths are shown 
in the brackets. 

Hole State Experiment 
Theory 

Experiment 
MO Green's function technique 

Ref. 27 (5s4p/3s) (5s4pld/3slp) Present Ref. 28 

ITT" 1 16.1 (M) 17.5 15.7 17.7 14.36 (0.91) 16.26 (0.93) 

SO"1 19.9 (yl) 20.5 19.5 20.8 18.41 (0.91) 20.09 (0.95) 

2a"1 39.7 (»ul) 43.6 39.5 ' 43.8 39.21 (0.87) 
• 

' 38 (0.52) 
41 (0.35) 
43 (0.05) 
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TABLE 2 

Binding energies and pole strengths for the valence shell oi HCl 
« 

(in units of eV). Pole strengths are shown inside the brackets. 

States whose pole strengths are less than 0.02 are neglected. 

Hole state 
Experiment 

PES (e,2e) 

Theory 

M0 Green's funccion techniqu 
(6s4p2d/3slp) (Present) (Ref. 28) 

2,-1 

50-1 

40-1 

12.8 12.8 ± 0.3 (~1) 

16.5 16.5 ± 0.3 (~1) 

25.8 (0.51) 

32.8 (0.37) ' 

37.8 (0.12) 

12.94 12.13 (0.93) 12.29 (0.93) 

17.08 16.27 (0.92) 16.44 (0.95) 

41.3 (0.03) 

30.41 26.09 (0.70) 25.7 (0.13) 

32.24 (0.02) 28.-5 (0.57) 

34.39 (0.06) 32.4 (0.22) 

34.95 (0.02) 

38.88 (0.03) 

42.15 (0.06) 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Schematic diagram of the noncoplanar coincidence spectrometer 

and the associated electronics. The details are discussed in 

the text. 

Noncoplanar symmetric binding energy spectrum (a) and angular 

correlation (b) for helium at 1200eV. The calculated angular 

correlation is obtained using the planewave impulse approximation 

and a H-F He ground state wave function. 

Noncoplanar symmetric separation energy spectra of HF at 4> = 8° 

(q * 0.67 a.u.) and 0° (q * 0.07 a.u.) obtained at 1200eV. 

The symbols lit, 3o, 2o signify the hole states of the relevant 

orbital. The standard deviation statistical errors are denoted 

by the vertical error bars. 

Experimental and calculated momentum distributions for the 

valence orbitals of HF. The 1200 and 400eV data points are 

given by full and open circles respectively. The (5s4p/3s) 

and (5s4pld/3slp) ITT momentum distributions are nearly 

indistinguishable and only the latter is shown. The 2a and 

3a momentum distributions given by the (5s3p/3s) and Snyder 
27 and Basch wave functions are also essentially the same, and 

only the former are shown. 

Noncoplanar symmetric (e,2e) cross sections of HC1 at 1200eV 

plotted as a function of the separation energy for <J> = 8° 

(q ~ 0.7 a.u.) and Q = 0° (q ~ 0.07). The vertical bars above 

25eV in the lower (0°) spectrum indicate the pole strengths and 

positions obtained by us using the one-particle Green's function 

technique. The bar at 26.09eV has been reduced to one-fifth 

of its correct size. 
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Experimental and calculated momentum profiles for the valence 

orbitals of HC1. The 1200eV and 400eV data points are given 

by full and open circles respectively. Crosses and squares 

denote the l200eV data at separation energies of 32.8eV and 

37.8eV respectively. The different 4o transitions have all 

been normalized to the summed 4o cross section. 
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